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ENTER THE WORLD OF CONSCIOUS SHOES



We are a sustainable footwear brand that prioritizes the health and well-being of both your feet and
the planet. Sunies sandals are not only stylish and comfortable but also eco-friendly and good for
the feet. 

At Sunies, we believe that fashion and sustainability can go hand in hand. We are committed to using
natural and renewable resources to create our products, with a focus on reducing waste and
minimizing our environmental impact.

Our sandals are made of bamboo fibers, a material that is lightweight, durable, and breathable.
Bamboo is also a highly sustainable resource, as it grows quickly and requires very little water or
pesticides to thrive. In addition to being eco-friendly, bamboo fibers have numerous benefits for
your skin. They are soft and gentle, and they provide natural hydration and UV protection, making
Sunies the perfect sandals for sunny days.

But that's not all – our sandals are hypoallergenic and suitable for people who have skin allergies
and irritation. And we also use coconut fibers and coconut oil in our sandals, which provide natural
antibacterial and antimicrobial properties and also help to moisturize the skin.

By choosing Sunies, you can feel good about your purchase knowing that you are supporting a brand
that values both your well-being and the health of the planet. Our sandals are perfect for anyone
who wants to look and feel great while making a positive impact on the environment.

Granulated Bamboo and Coconut:
Our specially developed eco-friendly material 



Flexi Butterfly

Your perfect water-resistant sandals for
either the beach or strolling the city



Our Mission

At Sunies we offer shoes that are made from 100% recyclable, water-
resistant, and vegan materials. By purchasing our sandals you are not only
buying beautiful–crafted sandals but you are also contributing to
preserving the planet and living consciously.

Our shoes are made with love to inspire you to express yourself with
colorful and creative designs that are perfect for summertime and everyday
life activities like strolling in the city, hanging out with your friends, picking
up your kids from school, or dancing all night long!



Slides Butterfly  & Hawaii

Comfortable slides to enjoy, relax, and
look amazing. 



Meet our CEO

MBA. Alessandra Wieser is a passionate German-Brazilian businesswoman
with an educational background in finance and a mother of two. She was
inspired by her own needs as an active woman which led to the creation of
Sunies.
She always had in mind to create a shoe that is not only practical and pretty
but also good for the environment, vegan and recyclable, which also could
be worn all day.
Currently, she manages the overall operations of the brand (America,
Europe, Asia, Australia & New Zealand) in the Sunies headquarters in
Grinzing, Vienna.
"As a company, we try to empower women by creating shoes that would
fulfill their needs and make them unstoppable”. - A. Wieser

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandrawieser a.wieser@sunies.eu



Sunies Bag Rose

Perfect size and endless ways to style it:
 romantic, boho chic, glam casual.





Sunies Kids Sneakers

Ultra-lightweight, flexible slip-ons,
swear free and soft sneakers for active
kids. 



LET'S CONNECT!
www.shopsunies.com

@sunies_official
@sunies_europe

info@sunies.eu

Sunies Recycling Program 

ENTER THE WORLD OF CONSCIOUS SHOES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHhqVtZThRQ&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHhqVtZThRQ&t=2s

